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Plan Z
Reassessing Security-Based Accounts of Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine

Alex Hughes

Abstract: The debate on the origins of the Russia-Ukraine War is at an impasse. Many prominent realist scholars argue that Russia’s government chose to invade Ukraine as a last resort to reverse Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic integration, which it viewed as a major or “existential” national security threat. Critics of this contend that Ukrainian accession did not seriously threaten Russian security, and that Putin launched the invasion in the hope of achieving one or more nonsecurity objectives. This article surveys the current debate, before evaluating one of Moscow’s key stated security concerns. It then identifies four empirical issues on which security and nonsecurity accounts make substantially different predictions. It concludes that in each case, the available evidence is difficult to reconcile with a primarily security-seeking interpretation of the Russian government’s war aims.
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Introduction

On the night of 24 February 2022, the Russian government initiated the first large-scale conflict on European soil since 1945. It was widely viewed as a watershed moment in modern international affairs, and the start of a new era for Russia.1 The underlying motive for the invasion, dubbed a “special military operation” by Russia’s president, Vladimir Putin, has been the subject of intense and often bitter debates among Western scholars and foreign policy analysts.2 A mainstream interpretation was summarized by the conclu-
sion of a *New York Times* investigation: “Consumed by his legacy, stewing in resentment against the West, Mr. Putin drove his country to war to seal his place in Russian history.”

However, a significant number of prominent international relations scholars, mostly working in the neorealist tradition, reject such accounts. They argue that Ukraine’s possible accession to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) posed a severe or “existential” threat to Russia’s security, generating incentives that made war likely and perhaps inevitable. Preventive war accounts proved highly controversial, not least because they partially align with the Russian government’s own public relations effort, which has presented the war, in Dmitry Adamsky’s words, as “an unavoidable preventive strike to neutralize an existential threat and avoid colossal future costs.”

For those who viewed the invocation of a national security imperative as little more than a cynical attempt to mask the war’s true aims, these scholars were engaged in dangerous apologia.

Of these scholars, the University of Chicago’s John J. Mearsheimer is by far the most prominent. His lecture, “The Causes and Consequences of the Ukraine Crisis,” has now received 29 million views, making it one of the most-watched political lectures in history. Joseph Cirincione summarized the views of many in the field when he wrote that “Mearsheimer is brilliant, provocative and deeply insightful. . . . On Ukraine, however, he is dangerously wrong.”

Daniel W. Drezner goes further, concluding that “there is little value in delving any further into his thoughts on the matter.”

However, the history of international relations is littered with wars waged with the aim of preventing a deterioration in the military balance. Mearsheimer, for his part, is one of the field’s most influential and respected scholars of the last two decades, having pioneered the offensive configuration of realist theory. And he is far from a lone voice; many—perhaps most—American realist scholars share his interpretation of the Russian government’s motives. Moreover, the importance of correctly discerning those motives goes far beyond historical accuracy. James Goldgeier, a leading expert on NATO enlargement, views it as the single most important question for European security. And as Mearsheimer notes, “Understanding [the conflict’s] root causes is essential if we are to prevent it from getting worse and, instead, to find a way to bring it to a close.” If Western policy makers incorrectly believe that Russia’s invasion is driven by a nonsecurity motive, they might underestimate Putin’s determination and risk a much wider and potentially nuclear conflagration. If instead they imagine there to be a non-negotiable security imperative where none is in fact present, they may ultimately push Kyiv into making unnecessarily large political or territorial concessions to a predatory regime, setting a precedent that could destabilize international politics.

The debate is now deadlocked—for the most part, proponents of the security and nonsecurity accounts have failed to identify any tractable empirical issues that distinguish their accounts. This article identifies a number of such issues and concludes that the security-seeking account suffers from serious em-
pirical weaknesses. Although the main nonsecurity accounts are analyzed in the next section, the arguments in this article do not distinguish between alternative nonsecurity accounts. However, its conclusions increase their joint explanatory relevance. A broad survey of the existing literature will be useful to frame the discussion that follows.

**Mapping the Academic Debate**

In his famous 2014 *Foreign Affairs* article, Mearsheimer argued that Putin’s seizure of Crimea, and his unacknowledged military operations in support of pro-Russian separatist elements in eastern Ukraine, were “defensive, not offensive” actions, designed to prevent Ukrainian integration into Euro-Atlantic economic and security institutions, particularly NATO.15 “The trouble over Ukraine actually started,” Mearsheimer writes, “at NATO’s Bucharest summit in April 2008, when George W. Bush’s administration pushed the alliance to announce that Ukraine and Georgia ‘will become members.’ Russian leaders responded immediately with outrage, characterising this decision as an existential threat to Russia and vowing to thwart it.”16 Mearsheimer argues that—in Putin’s mind—such integration would leave Russia vulnerable, in conventional military terms, to a potentially hostile military alliance. Though he acknowledged in his 2001 theoretical treatise that nonsecurity motives “occasionally dominate a state’s decision-making process,” in 2014 Mearsheimer wrote that “Putin’s actions should be easy to comprehend. A huge expanse of flat land that Napoleonic France, imperial Germany, and Nazi Germany all crossed to strike at Russia itself, Ukraine serves as a buffer state of enormous strategic importance to Russia. No Russian leader would tolerate a military alliance that was Moscow’s mortal enemy until recently moving into Ukraine.”17

Mearsheimer insisted that his argument was merely “Geopolitics 101,” and, indeed, prevention—i.e., choosing to fight sooner rather than later in the face of a deteriorating military balance—is a key rationalist explanation for conflict, described in one canonical account as a “ubiquitous” motive.18 Most large-scale interstate wars have been framed as preventive in nature by at least some analysts.19 However, Mearsheimer’s argument proved highly controversial among both Russia experts and international relations theorists. Since Russia drastically escalated the conflict in February 2022, Mearsheimer has restated the argument in numerous publications and interviews. “This was a defensive war, it was a war of self-defense,” he insists, “I think almost any Russian leader would have done what he did.”20

Other high-profile Western observers have also interpreted Russia’s invasion primarily as a preventive war. Stephen Walt, another prominent neorealist scholar, writes that the “entire affair was avoidable,” and that NATO’s post–Cold War enlargement represents “a monumental failure of empathy with profound strategic consequences.”21 Russia expert Richard Sakwa likewise argues that Russia’s actions are driven by perceived insecurity.22 International security scholar Emma Ashford concurs, arguing that the invasion “is the almost inevitable result
of U.S. policy . . . we have pushed all the way up to Russia’s borders and acted as if that is not a problem at all.”23 While describing Russia’s invasion as “thuggish, illegitimate and dangerous,” Justin Logan and Joshua Shifrinson recently argued in Foreign Affairs that “Moscow views [Ukraine] as uniquely central to its national security.”24 The late scholar of Russian studies, Stephen Cohen, also argued that the prospect of Ukrainian accession to NATO would remove an “essential” fixture of Russia’s conventional security.25

In a series of papers, Elias Götz analyses the competing interpretations of Russia’s “near-abroad assertion,” arguing that while a pure security-seeking account is difficult to square with Russia’s apparent indifference to growing Chinese power, perceived insecurity was a central factor.26 After Russia’s large-scale invasion in 2022, Götz and Jørgen Staun wrote that the Kremlin’s security concerns were honestly held—though amplified through the prism of a strategic culture that heavily emphasized the security implication of a NATO-aligned Ukraine—while also arguing that the country’s aspiration to regain true great-power status, for nonsecurity reasons, was also central.27 They conclude that “the perceived interests at stake—security and status—are vital for any government in Moscow. . . . This does not mean that any Russian leadership would have launched a large-scale invasion. Putin’s personal goals and beliefs (especially regarding the Ukrainians’ willingness to resist) most likely played a role here.”28 “Granted,” they note, “it is impossible to make our case conclusively without better evidence than is currently available. Yet, the circumstantial evidence is solid enough to suggest its plausibility.”29

Many leading foreign policy analysts inside Russia have also posited a straightforward security-seeking rationale. Interestingly, however, very few seem to have anticipated the invasion. In late 2021, Dmitri Trenin, the then-director of the Carnegie Moscow Center, wrote in Foreign Affairs that “Russia . . . treats Ukraine as a vital national security interest. . . . In his articles and speeches, Putin may emphasize the unity of the Russian and Ukrainian peoples, but what he cares most about is preventing NATO expansion in Ukraine.”30 However, contrary to Mearsheimer, who insists that NATO’s efforts to bring about Ukraine’s entry were actively proceeding, Trenin wrote that “for now . . . there is almost no support from the United States and other NATO members for letting Ukraine join the alliance.”31 As such, Trenin predicted that major military escalation was unlikely.32 Similarly, Sergei Karaganov, an influential commentator and former Putin advisor, wrote shortly before the war that “NATO is not an immediate threat. We observed its fighting capabilities in Afghanistan. But we see it as a dangerous virus spreading bellicosity and thriving on it. Also it is obvious that the closer it comes to our borders the more dangerous it could become.”33 Like Trenin, Karaganov wrote prior to the invasion that Russian forces would not be given the order to invade—doing so would be “simply senseless”—but argued afterward that the war “was inevitable, they were a spearhead of NATO. We made the very hard decision to strike first, before the threat becomes deadlier.”34 Fyodor Lukyanov, the Valdai Discussion
Club’s influential research director, also points to a primarily security-seeking rationale.\textsuperscript{35} Asked weeks before the attack whether Russia was “planning to go to war in the near future,” however, Lukyanov responded “absolutely not, and if it will [sic] happen, I would say it will mean miserable failure of Russian strategy, because no one wants war.”\textsuperscript{36}

Several prominent Western journalists have also argued that the invasion was primarily or partly motivated by national security concerns. Tim Marshall writes that “Russian leaders have long attempted at least to control the flatlands to their west. . . . As long as a pro-Russian government held sway in Kyiv, Russia could be confident that its most important buffer zone would remain intact and guard the European plain along with Belarus.”\textsuperscript{37} However, Marshall adds that this “is [only] a partial answer to the question ‘why’ ” and concludes that as he “gazes at the map and dreams of Mother Russia as a great power, feared by the world, Putin is prepared to kill tens of thousands of men, women and children to achieve his fascistic dream and Ukraine’s nightmare.”\textsuperscript{38} In Overreach: The Inside Story of Putin’s War Against Ukraine, Owen Matthews concludes that the “invasion of 2022 was, in the minds of the men who planned and pushed it, first and foremost a pre-emptive strike to save Russia from a looming strategic [i.e., military] threat from the West.”\textsuperscript{39}

The security-seeking account has been extensively criticized. Some have accused Mearsheimer and others of stripping all actors besides NATO and Russia of agency in their purely dyadic analysis. Gerard Toal argues that Mearsheimer’s argument “is a highly reductionist view of the Ukraine crisis that is manifestly at odds with the historical record. In Mearsheimer’s world, superpowers are the only ones with real agency, smaller states are subordinate clients, and substate actors are proxies.”\textsuperscript{40} Similarly, the European University Institute’s Filip Kostelka writes that “[in Mearsheimer’s account], Ukrainians appear only as victims of Russia’s invasion, deprived of any agency . . . [and] as clueless pawns in a geopolitical game played by the ‘great’ powers.”\textsuperscript{41}

Many have rejected the security-seeking argument on the basis that NATO is intrinsically defensive. Dismissing arguments that cast Russia’s aggression as in any sense defensive, UK defence secretary Ben Wallace wrote in January 2022 that NATO is “to its core . . . a truly defensive alliance.”\textsuperscript{42} This would not contradict the logic of Mearsheimer’s argument: “It doesn’t matter whether you think they’re facing an existential threat,” he notes, “all that matters is whether they think they’re facing an existential threat.”\textsuperscript{43} Mearsheimer assumes that “states can never be certain about other states’ intentions.”\textsuperscript{44} This assumption is of course correct but trivial. A stronger version, which Mearsheimer also espouses, asserts that intentions cannot be discerned with sufficient confidence to allay mutual suspicion, or in other words, rising states or alliances cannot credibly commit not to exploit the future power imbalance, regardless of whether their current intentions are benign.\textsuperscript{45} As a result, offensive realists argue, states default to a generalized worst-case assumption, balancing “against capabilities, not intentions.”\textsuperscript{46} Walt is less categorical, maintaining that perceptions of oth-
ers’ intentions vary to a behaviorally relevant extent, inserting a wedge between
a state’s power and the threat it is perceived to pose. However, he argues that
the strategy America pursued after the Cold War led Russia’s leadership to see
NATO as a major military threat. Mearsheimer’s worst-case assumption, which
departs from standard expected utility-based rationality criteria, has been nota-
ably defended by Sebastian Rosato and criticized by Charles Glaser and others.

Strategy scholar Lawrence Freedman writes that “NATO enlargement . . .
features in many explanations for the origins of the war . . . whether or not we
believe that NATO poses an objective threat. . . . Threats to a state are interpret-
ed by those in charge.” He also argues, however, that “the more authoritarian
the system, the more the issue becomes one of what makes the supreme leader
insecure, which might be anything that threatens their personal position. . . . The
desire of dictators to be left alone to do their dictating as they wish is why they
cling to the principle of ‘non-interference in internal affairs’ as a vital principle
in international affairs.” In Freedman’s view, “this illuminates the limitations of
‘realism’ . . . as an aid to understanding the origins of this conflict. . . . Because
realism concentrates on power relations between states, the only aspect of Putin’s
tergiversations that are considered relevant by realists are those that complain
about NATO’s enlargement. All the rest are disregarded.” To be sure, as many
have noted, most security-seeking accounts are not purely realist; Mearsheimer,
for instance, does not argue that the deterioration in NATO-Russia relations can
be captured by the spiral model of interacting security-seekers. Rather, he frames
Russian decision-making as that of a rational, unitary security-seeker, but explains
U.S. behavior in terms of naive, liberal “delusions.”

Nonsecurity accounts of the Russian government’s motives generally fall
into one of two distinct, albeit compatible, categories. The first posits an ambi-
tion on the part of Putin and his inner circle to significantly increase Russia’s rel-
ative power in international affairs, particularly vis-à-vis the United States, for
nonsecurity reasons. In this account, the goal of the invasion was to absorb—
outright or de facto—much or all of Ukraine into a rejuvenated Russian Em-
pire or Greater Russia. Jeffrey Mankoff argues that Russia’s invasion “may be the
21st century’s first imperial war.” Mankoff notes in his classic textbook on Russian foreign policy, “when Moscow
and Washington largely directed the fate of the world.” He argues that rather
than Ukraine’s aspiration to join NATO or the European Union (EU), Ukraine
provoked Russia through “the very temerity it displayed in existing at all,” and
that in order to understand its invasion, “it helps to think about Russia not as
a nation-state with fixed borders demarcating the extent of its territory and its
people, but as the heir to a long imperial tradition” with an “intellectual and
political elite that has never come to terms with the loss of status accompanying
the erosion of Russia’s imperial space.”

A September 2022 article by Angela Stent and Fiona Hill, both experienced
Russia specialists, argued that “Russia’s president invaded Ukraine not because
he felt threatened by NATO expansion or by Western ‘provocations.’ He or-
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dered his ‘special military operation’ because he believes that it is Russia’s divine right to rule Ukraine, to wipe out the country’s national identity, and to integrate its people into a Greater Russia.” Likewise, before the invasion, historian Niall Ferguson wrote that Putin’s July 2021 essay “made it perfectly clear that he was contemplating a takeover of the country along the lines of Nazi Germany’s 1938 Anschluss of Austria” and that “it is not Stalin’s Soviet Union for which Putin hankers. It is the rising Russian Empire of Peter the Great,” Putin’s favorite historical leader. Similarly, Mark Galeotti, a noted expert on Russian security affairs, argues that “the use of force, in this context [i.e., against Ukraine in 2022], is a symptom of the degradation of checks and balances on the monarch.”

In The Road to Unfreedom: Russia, Europe, America, historian Timothy Snyder emphasizes Putin’s valorization of the writings of Ivan Ilyin, a quasi-fascist thinker who was influential in reactionary circles of White émigrés that fled Russia during the civil war, and whom Putin quoted at the end of his 30 September speech announcing the plans to annex the Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson, and Zaporizha provinces. Owen Matthews has noted Putin’s number two Yuri Kovalchuk’s own apparent fascination with Ilyin. Snyder argues that “no thinker of the twentieth century has been rehabilitated in such grand style in the twenty-first, nor enjoyed such influence on world politics.”

A second set of accounts cast the Russian government’s actions in Ukraine as driven primarily by the desire to increase or maintain the security of its regime from internal threats. Distinct from the standard “rally-around-the-flag” mechanism posited in diversionary war theory, these accounts posit a view in the presidential administration that its legitimating narrative or “political formula,” as the neo-Machiavellian political theorist Gaetano Mosca called it, might be fatally undermined by a successful transition to Western-style liberal democracy in a major Slavic neighbor. As former U.S. Russia ambassador Michael A. McFaul puts it, Putin fears “democracy on Russia’s border practiced by people with a shared culture and history. If Slavs succeeded in consolidating democracy in Ukraine, Putin’s theory about the Slavic need for a strong, autocratic ruler with orthodox conservative values would be weakened.” Anne Applebaum makes the same case, writing that Putin “has never won a fair election, and he has never campaigned in a contest that he could lose . . . one day, prodemocracy activists of the kind he saw in Dresden might come for him too . . . [so] he wants Ukrainian democracy to fail.”

In the same vein, Stephen Kotkin, an influential historian of modern Russia, argues that while the argument made by Mearsheimer and others “need to be taken seriously,” it veers into “self-flagellation . . . in the early part of the Cold War . . . people said, you know, we didn’t respect Soviet sensitivities. We didn’t respect Stalin [sic] psychology, and look what happened. He conquered all his neighbours, because he was disrespected . . . I’m sorry, that argument is bunk.” Kotkin suggests,

The biggest mistake of all is when we conflate Russia with the personal-ist regime. So Putin feels insecure and NATO threatens him personally,
in his mind. The EU threatens Putin. Democracy threatens him in his personalist regime. Does it threaten Russia? Does it threaten Russian security? . . . Let’s be honest, it does not. It never did . . . it’s a fictitious threat, and it’s a conflation of a country and its security, with an individual and his personalistic, kleptocratic, gangsterist regime.68

Freedman concurs: “Ukraine threatened Russia,” he writes, in part “because of the potential contagion effect of the ‘Orange’ revolution of 2004 and the Euromaidan movement of 2014. To understand the sources of conflict these factors cannot be ignored.”69 Likewise, Samuel Ramani, a Russian security policy expert, argues that Putin’s “obsessive focus on NATO expansion over the past decade or so” is a “political construct.”70 “The real issue for him,” Ramani continues, “is that the West, or liberalism, or foreign values, poses a threat.”71 Contrary to Snyder and others, Ramani argues that Russia’s leader “is not fundamentally ideological; what he’s focused on is the retention of power at all costs. . . . That’s what’s driving a lot of his actions.”72 A 2019 Rand report argued that Russia’s top security policy goal is stability. . . . [it] seeks stability externally, most of all on its borders, because of a perceived direct link between events there and stability inside Russia. Stability is defined particularly by avoidance of “color revolution” scenarios. . . . Many Russian strategists consider . . . domestic instability to be the number one threat. . . . Popular unrest—spurred from abroad—that could topple the government or undermine state institutions is seen as a very real prospect.73

Some analysts have emphasized Putin’s personal role in Russian state behavior. Dissenting from macro-level accounts, Julian Waller argues that the neorealist security-seeking account has difficulty explaining “why the NATO issue spurred on the sudden capture of Crimea in 2014 and then only eight years later led to a renewed round of conflict,” while the role of Russian nationalism or imperialism “lacks specific explanatory power to be anything other than a handwave or a background condition.”74 Similarly, Waller argues, accounts that focus on regime insecurity do not explain the timing of Putin’s decision. These accounts each “have difficulty adjudicating why we saw war in 2022, rather than 2021, 2019, 2017, or earlier.”75 The fact that Russian foreign policy elites were essentially in the dark about the decision to invade, he notes, “is difficult to square . . . with claims that pervading structural logics were the decisive element, if only the Russian president really could see them as such.”76 Indeed, while Mearsheimer could be said to have been prescient on the difficulties Russian forces would encounter if they attempted to seize large swaths of the country, some have gone as far as to commend him for predicting the invasion.77 Tyler Cowen, for example, writes that “I think [Mearsheimer] is quite wrong about NATO as the provocation, but if you are grading him on predictions alone obviously he wins some serious kudos.”78 In fact, Mearsheimer made no
such prediction. On the eve of the attack, he predicted the opposite, arguing on 15 February that Putin “did not have any intention of invading Ukraine.”

Instead, Waller emphasizes the “leader image,” i.e., the causal role of Putin’s idiosyncratic worldview and psychology. He writes that Putin became “uniquely isolated from wider elite preferences due to strict pandemic isolation protocols, highly-developed presidential centralization, and bureaucratic privileges in information access given to sycophantic subordinates.”

At the same time, Waller notes, Putin has viewed Ukrainian politics primarily through the Federal Security Service’s (FSB) lens—that, by 2022, had “increasingly diverged from generic elite opinion on the state of Russian-Ukrainian relations.” Recent research has documented the pervasive optimism that characterized prewar FSB assessments, particularly surrounding its penetration of the Ukrainian state, and the centrality of these assessments to Moscow’s overall strategic planning. Serhii Plokii emphasizes similar leader-level factors in his book-length account of the conflict, noting that Putin appears to have taken a keen interest in Russian imperial history and in how his own legacy was taking shape.

The classical realist notion that major states tend to pursue power and spheres of influence as ends in themselves is implicit in some nonsecurity accounts, while others emphasize the peculiarities of Putin’s temperament, worldview, regime security concerns and legacy-related goals, or the mediating role of Russia’s strategic culture. In other words, each portray Russia as “greedy”—i.e., as a state actor with significant nonsecurity goals—but posit different goals and alternative accounts of the sources of those goals.

This article casts regime insecurity as a nonsecurity motive, for several reasons. As a unit-level factor, regime insecurity plays no causal role in neorealist models of conflict and preventive war. Accordingly, proponents of the security-seeking interpretation tend to refer strictly to the national security concerns relevant to unitary actors. While both motives are defensive or preventive in a narrow sense, the implications of national and regime security accounts differ in two important respects. First, to a large extent, the attribution of “blame” for the conflict’s outbreak turns on this distinction. Mearsheimer is clear that Putin “started the war and is responsible for how it is being waged.” However, if straightforward national security concerns drove his decision, Western policy makers can be said to share much of the blame, since NATO’s eastern enlargement pushed a fundamentally benign, security-oriented state to the point of desperation, and plausibly would have done so regardless of Putin’s idiosyncrasies or Russia’s regime type. But if concerns around regime security were the motivating factor, primary causal responsibility lies with Putin—specifically, his willingness to lay waste to neighboring countries, not to protect Russia as a nation-state, but to solidify his dictatorial position within it. The enlargement process might still be viewed as reckless or counterproductive, as discussed below, but most of the blame shifts to Moscow. The war becomes an unpredictable consequence of Ukraine’s proximity to a domestically insecure
autocracy—with the architects of NATO enlargement having stepped on a hidden landmine—rather than the predictable or Geopolitics 101 consequence of cornering a great power by threatening its survival and thus forcing it to act. Second, the implications for Western policy, and relatedly, for the underlying bargaining space in potential negotiations, might be markedly different. Future research might investigate the relationship between the Russian leadership’s motives for the war and its level of resolve in waging it.

A broader literature has investigated the role of NATO enlargement in the deterioration of Russia's relations with the West and with neighboring states. In her 2021 account Not One Inch: America, Russia and the Making of Post–Cold War Stalemate, Mary Sarotte provides a wealth of new archival material on NATO-Russia diplomacy in the 1990s. She concludes, in part, that alternatives to NATO enlargement, in particular the Partnership for Peace (PfP) program, which Yeltsin called a “stroke of genius,” could have empowered liberal reformers to resist the powerful antidemocratic forces inside Russia. Moreover, she argues that—had Russia embarked on an aggressive foreign policy against CEE states despite the United States opting for PfP over outright enlargement—members could have been swiftly brought into NATO. Kenneth Waltz would almost certainly have rejected the rationality of Moscow’s stated security fears—whether honestly held or not—since he argued that a secure nuclear arsenal guarantees a state’s core security interests. However, he shared Sarotte's views on enlargement, writing in 2000 that it “weakens those Russians most inclined toward liberal democracy and a market economy. It strengthens Russians of the opposite inclination.”

Conversely, Kimberly Marten, an expert on Russian foreign policy, writes that

those who predicted that nationalists would run with the enlargement issue were correct—but that is a far cry from the argument that nationalists would defeat reformers because of it. Domestic concerns about the economy, public safety and order, and instability and violence in the Russian North Caucasus mattered much more.

Kotkin goes further:

There's a misunderstanding of democracy in Russia in the nineties . . . Yeltsin was a self-styled democrat, and he appointed President Putin to power. Yeltsin's constitution in 1993 was the constitution used by Putin to make an autocratic regime. Boris Yeltsin brought to power, before Putin, members of the KGB, en masse . . . the recourse to autocracy, the recourse to repression, the recourse to militarism, the suspicion of foreigners. These are not reactions to something that the West does or doesn’t do. These are internal processes that had a dynamic of their own. NATO expansion became a pretext or an excuse, post facto.

Karen Dawisha reaches a similar conclusion in her detailed account of the
development of Putin’s regime.94 “Instead of seeing Russian politics as an inchoate democratic system being pulled down by history, accidental autocrats, popular inertia, bureaucratic incompetence, or poor Western advice,” she writes, “I conclude that from the beginning, Putin and his inner circle sought to create an authoritarian regime ruled by a close-knit cabal with embedded interests, plans and capabilities.”95

Ultimately, Marten argues, “extreme nationalist ideology, not a security dilemma or preventive war thinking, most likely explains Russian actions toward Ukraine,” arguing that “Russia was always very unhappy about NATO enlargement, but the reason that it was unhappy was because of the loss of status and Russia’s being excluded from what it saw as this new security architecture in Europe, not because it truly felt any kind of military threat from NATO enlargement.”96 Evan Kerrane concurs and wrote that “arguably, Moscow’s assertive policies against external influence in the near abroad emerge more from national pride and the search for international respect, or fear, than concern over a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) invasion.”97

Tracey German, an expert on Russian security policy at King’s College London, contends that the assumption in Western capitals that Putin was not truly willing to use force to reverse Ukraine’s movement toward NATO membership, when combined with the lack of urgency within NATO to fulfill its 2008 promise, made aggression an increasingly attractive option for Moscow, while at the same time leaving Ukraine unprotected.98 On this final point, many notable proponents of NATO enlargement, such as James Goldgeier, and prominent critics of Mearsheimer’s account, including Niall Ferguson, agree that NATO’s 2008 promise was a “huge mistake,” creating “the worst of all possible worlds.”99

The Analytical Impasse

Debates about the origins of the Russia-Ukraine War are often framed in terms of whether Putin and his inner circle strongly objected to Ukraine joining NATO. But as the previous survey shows, whether he cares about Ukraine’s association with NATO, or the extent to which he cares, is not the main issue—rather, the key question is why. Unlike a state’s actions, its motives are a latent variable—they cannot be observed directly, and one set of actions can causally follow from very different underlying motives.100 A purely security-oriented state might strongly oppose its neighbor’s ambition to join an alliance such as NATO because it believes this will jeopardize its security. Conversely, a state that does not envision a significant security cost may also oppose its neighbor’s move if it intends to coerce, subjugate, or conquer that neighbor in the future, since the most powerful state in the international system formally pledging to defend the neighbor will almost certainly make those future strategies prohibitively costly, and in all likelihood, militarily impossible.

In other words, whatever Putin wants from Ukraine, allowing it to join NATO would drastically curtail his options. As such, all the commonly hypothesized motives—national security concerns, imperial ambition, legacy build-
ing, historical-ideological fervor, and regime security—imply that preventing Ukraine from joining NATO, potentially through military force, would be a key intention. The analytical deadlock therefore stems from the fact that in this key respect, rival accounts of the origins of the war are observationally equivalent.

This article aims to bypass the deadlock. It starts with an evaluation of an influential argument that emphasizes the Russian government’s stated concerns about U.S. intermediate-range missiles and Aegis Ashore ballistic missile defense (BMD) systems—in particular, the compatibility of Aegis systems with nuclear-tipped cruise missiles—as having played a major role in motivating its decision to invade Ukraine. It then evaluates four issue areas on which security-based and nonsecurity accounts make distinct predictions. The first three are summarized in table 1.

The primarily security-seeking account suggests, first, that the diplomatic crisis triggered by Moscow in late 2021 constituted an honest effort to attain concessions aimed at improving or maintaining Russia’s perceived security, by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Distinct implications of alternate war motives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implications for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The purpose of Russia’s pre-war diplomacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Ukrainian neutrality and large concessions from NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requisite military capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient for large coercive leverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum political aims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Ukrainian NATO membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum military aims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exert sufficient coercive pressure to secure a neutrality agreement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by author.
preventing Ukrainian NATO membership. Then, as the invasion began, leading proponents of the security-seeking account suggested that Russia’s invasion force was clearly insufficient to achieve the objectives ascribed to Moscow by nonsecurity accounts—in particular, the subjugation and potential annexation of most or all of Ukraine. Third, some proponents—including Mearsheimer—argue that Russia does not appear to have intended to “conquer” or “absorb” most or all of Ukraine, but instead to merely coerce it into reneging its intention to join NATO. Because more extensive military objectives are more consistent with nonsecurity goals, the publicly available evidence on Russia’s objectives sheds light on the causal importance of a security-seeking motive. Lastly, the security-seeking account assumes that Moscow views Ukraine as a vital security interest, i.e., a state whose membership in a foreign alliance would result in an unacceptable shift in Russia’s perceived defensive military and deterrent capabilities. To a considerable extent, this assumption is based on the claim that senior Russian officials have consistently said that Ukrainian membership is a red line. The final section evaluates that supposed consistency. In each case, the available evidence is more consistent with nonsecurity interpretations of Russian motives, but the security-seeking account becomes especially difficult to defend when these issues are considered in combination.

Russia’s Nuclear Vulnerability Rationale

In How the West Brought War to Ukraine: Understanding How U.S. and NATO Policies Led to Crisis, War and the Risk of Nuclear Catastrophe, which drew praise from Mearsheimer, Noam Chomsky, and Richard Sakwa, among others, Benjamin Abelow argues that Russia’s invasion was motivated by national security concerns. Alongside NATO’s geographic enlargement, he contends that offensive U.S. missile installations in Europe, both actual and anticipated, also played an important role in Putin’s decision. Influential analysts such as Dmitri Trenin have emphasized the same concerns, while Russian officials have repeatedly forwarded them as an implicit rationale for the invasion. Highlighting the installation of Aegis Ashore ballistic missile defense systems in Romania in 2016, Abelow writes that “though ostensibly defensive,” Aegis systems can accommodate a variety of missile types, not just ABMs [antiballistic missiles] . . . but also, crucially, nuclear-tipped offensive weapons like the Tomahawk cruise missile. Tomahawks have a range of 1500 miles, can strike Moscow and other targets deep inside Russia, and carry hydrogen bomb warheads with selectable yields up to 150 kilotons, roughly ten times that of the atomic bomb that destroyed Hiroshima. A similar Aegis site is under construction in Poland . . . [Aegis launchers] can accommodate 24 missiles, creating the potential for 48 Tomahawk cruise missiles to be launched at Russia from relatively close range. Mr Putin has been adamant that the presence of these offensive-capable Aegis launchers near Russia’s border poses a direct danger to Russia.
Abelow is correct that Aegis BMD systems do not solely function as hedges to possible Iranian proliferation, but he greatly overstates their significance for the NATO-Russia military balance.

First, although Aegis-borne Tomahawks could be mated with nuclear warheads and would be capable of deeply penetrating Russian territory, they are dwarfed in both number and yield by America’s current land- and submarine-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) forces, which already render all Russian territory vulnerable. Nuclear cruise missiles are more difficult to detect, but hardly a new factor—the United States fields more than 500 air-launched AGM-86Bs. Meanwhile, unlike their American counterparts, Russian surface vessels and submarines currently field nuclear-capable cruise missiles. If Russia’s leaders are rational, the possible deployment of 48 nuclear-tipped cruise missiles in Eastern Europe should not raise real concerns; given the size and reach of existing U.S. and Russian nuclear forces, the marginal value of additional capabilities that do not seriously threaten the opponent’s second-strike potential is minimal. Russia’s leadership could suspect that the U.S. government somehow erroneously believes it has gained a viable first-strike option, thereby granting the United States a significant de facto bargaining advantage. However, additional Russian arming or changes to its nuclear force posture—actual or stated—could dispel the U.S. misconception and, as discussed below, the statements Putin has made on this issue suggest he remains confident that Russia’s retaliatory potential is unambiguous.

Second, Abelow misconstrues the strategic significance of Aegis-type systems, suggesting that while Moscow might ignore a single-purpose, defensive BMD installation, Aegis’s offensive capability raises rational concerns around first-strike vulnerabilities. However, the logic of nuclear deterrence under mutual vulnerability reverses this picture—missile defense systems are cast as offensive assets because their purpose is to limit the damage an adversary is able to inflict, thereby undermining its ability to defend itself via effective deterrence, while nuclear-tipped cruise missiles can be viewed either as offensive or defensive, depending on whether they threaten force or value targets, respectively. In other words, given Russia’s preexisting vulnerability and ample strategic forces, BMD systems should loom larger in any concerns Moscow might harbor around strategic stability. And indeed, although Putin briefly mentioned its cruise missile functionality at the 2015 Valdai conference, he put much more emphasis on the potential threat posed by Aegis Ashore’s BMD role.

Third, Abelow ignores the Russian government’s potential to respond through nuclear arming, and indeed, ignores its actual response. As the influential Russian foreign policy analyst Dmitri Trenin writes, “Washington’s withdrawal from the ABM Treaty in 2002 resulted in efforts to build a U.S. missile defense system . . . Russia responded by stepping up work to make sure its strategic offensive weapons could overcome any conceivable U.S. missile defense. So far, Russia has managed to fully protect its deterrence capacity.”
This was affirmed in a December 2021 *Foreign Policy* article that Abelow cites elsewhere, written by Russia’s ambassador to the United States, Anatoly Antonov. “The result of the U.S. withdrawal from the ABM Treaty,” Antonov writes, “was Russia’s forced decision to develop hypersonic weapons that can penetrate any missile defense system, in order to maintain strategic stability.” Putin made the same claim at the Valdai conference in 2018:

we are improving our attack systems as an answer to the United States building its missile defence system. . . . I am talking about the Avangard [hypersonic boost-glide vehicle] system. Clearly, we have over-taken all our, so to speak, partners and competitors in this sphere, and this fact is acknowledged by the experts. No one [apart from Russia] has a high-precision hypersonic weapon. . . . So, we feel confident in this sense.111

Putin’s stated confidence is well founded—even prior to Russia’s rollout of hypersonic weapon systems, antiballistic missiles (ABMs) launched from the Aegis site in Romania could not intercept Russian land-based ICMBs bound for U.S. territory even under unrealistic conditions, and the ABMs based in northern Poland have only a small chance of blocking outbound ICBMs from a minority of Russian launch sites.112 Later, Abelow argues that in the wake of the Donald J. Trump administration’s withdrawal from the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty,

Russia had been deeply concerned that new U.S. missiles, placed close to its borders, could increase the chance that, in a crisis, the United States might believe it could carry out a preemptive first strike, decapitating Russian command and control systems and degrading Russia’s ability to retaliate . . . [a key factor that likely motivated Putin’s decision to launch a large-scale invasion was] concern about possible new intermediate-range missile deployments, exacerbated by a concern that the U.S. might deploy Aegis, offensive-capable ABM launchers in Ukraine regardless [of] whether Ukraine was yet a member of NATO.113

Abelow’s claim—that the Russian leadership honestly feared that the INF Treaty’s breakdown could lead to the introduction of intermediate-range missiles that could facilitate a U.S. first strike—is not convincing, for a number of reasons. For several years, Russia had intentionally jeopardized the treaty by violating it; even so, U.S. officials had signaled their willingness to cooperate on mutual force limitations during prewar crisis talks.114 But, as Michael Kofman wrote at the time, “while a discussion on future missile placement, mutual reductions in military activity, and other measures might count as a diplomatic success for Moscow, it is unlikely that this is enough to satisfy Putin. If it were, why has he not pocketed the deal already?”115

More broadly, Russia’s government should know that the U.S. military could not successfully carry out a disarming first strike.116 For Putin’s stated
concerns to be honestly held, he would have to believe that U.S. leaders were either delusional, or might be willing to tolerate the annihilation of most of America’s major cities to gain the meager damage limitation benefits associated with striking first in a hypothetical crisis. And he would have to harbor this fear despite the fact that, in the mid-2000s, the deterioration in Russia’s nuclear capabilities—particularly the lack of a viable submarine leg—meant that the United States would probably have been able to carry out a surprise disarming counterforce strike, but showed no interest in exploiting that advantage.117

Moreover, it is far from clear why this concern, if it were honestly held, would lead Putin to initiate a large-scale conventional invasion of Ukraine. Abelow argues that one of Russia’s key concerns regarding Ukraine lay in the possibility that U.S. Aegis systems might be deployed on its territory.118 But Abelow rightly notes that intermediate and cruise missiles in Poland and Romania could already reach Moscow and other targets deep inside Russia. The invasion has expended a large proportion of Russia’s cruise missile arsenal and blocked resources—especially through the massed conventional use of cruise and ballistic missiles and the sanctioning of high-tech imports vital to missile development—that could have been far more efficiently employed, from a strategic stability standpoint, in upgrading Russia’s missile defenses; strengthening its command, control, and communications infrastructure; and mirroring U.S. attack capabilities.119

As Trenin writes, “If, despite assurances to the contrary, Washington decides to bring its intermediate-range forces back to Europe . . . [Putin] intends to take steps that will put U.S. command and control centers at a comparable risk.”120 But even this posits a qualitative imbalance where none exists; as part of its force modernization efforts, Russian submarines were once again able to operate within nuclear cruise missile range of targets along America’s eastern seaboard by 2009 at the latest.121 As of 2023, Russia boasts a large and survivable submarine fleet, equipped with nuclear-capable cruise missiles far in excess of those that could hypothetically be stationed at U.S. Aegis sites.122

**Moscow’s Prewar Diplomacy: Desperation or Diversion?**

Mearsheimer argues that Moscow’s prewar diplomatic behavior points to a security-seeking rationale. In his account, Putin decided to launch the invasion from a position of perceived weakness, even desperation, rather than strength:

> I think all the evidence is, running up to when the war started, that Putin did not want to invade Ukraine. He was working mightily to try to avoid that outcome, because I think he understood that it would be very messy. . . . [But] when countries think they’re facing an existential threat, and they become desperate, they’re willing to roll the dice.123

Elsewhere, Mearsheimer writes that

> in all of Putin’s public statements during the months leading up to
the war, there is not a scintilla of evidence that he was contemplating conquering Ukraine and making it part of Russia.\textsuperscript{124}

Mearsheimer is likely referencing the set of demands that Moscow leveled in mid-December 2021, which called for a removal of multinational NATO forces from Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and the Balkan states, as well as for NATO to formally ban Ukraine from acceding to the alliance and for the United States to remove the remainder of its nuclear weapons from Europe.\textsuperscript{125} In the final weeks before Russia’s invasion, a debate took place as to the underlying purpose of the demands. Alongside Mearsheimer, many prominent observers argued that Moscow was making its demands in good faith, in the sense that they accurately reflected its underlying concerns, and that—if met—Putin intended for them to serve as an alternative to a major military operation. Stephen Van Evera wrote that “Russia’s statements related to its demand that NATO roll back eastern European force levels indicate that Russia is mainly concerned with the threat these forces pose to Russia.”\textsuperscript{126} Likewise, discussing the buildup of forces around Ukraine, Emma Ashford said that Putin was “clearly trying to use this force to negotiate.”\textsuperscript{127}

However, other commentators convincingly argued that the extent of Russia’s demands—and the way they were conveyed—implied that their actual purpose was to buy time and sow doubt as the invasion force assembled.\textsuperscript{128} As Niall Ferguson presciently wrote, “When one party is bent on war, this kind of diplomatic activity often continues until just hours before hostilities begin. We should not be deluded: Putin is bent on war against Ukraine.”\textsuperscript{129} Michael Kofman noted at the time that “Moscow has not only been asking for things that it knows it cannot attain, but it has been doing so in a manner that will ensure that it cannot attain them . . . By publicizing its demands and refusing to unbundle them in ways that might achieve compromise, Russia has made its diplomatic effort appear more performative than genuine.”\textsuperscript{130} Privately, U.S. officials were also convinced that Russia’s diplomatic outreach was a “charade” and that unlike the smaller buildup in spring 2021, the Kremlin was now planning a major combat operation.\textsuperscript{131}

With the benefit of hindsight, the underlying purpose of the demands appears to have been to deliver a favorable correlation of forces north of Kyiv, so that a strike force could be securely inserted along an airbridge to Antonov airport in Hostomel and then exploit a largely clear path into the capital.\textsuperscript{132} The operational plan relied on maintaining a significant degree of surprise, and alongside the repeated denials by senior Russian officials, convincing Kyiv that the force buildup was more likely to be a coercive diplomatic bluff than a preparation for invasion appears to have been an important part of that deception.\textsuperscript{133} It proved largely successful; in the weeks and days leading up to 24 February, Ukrainian government officials continued to seriously doubt that a large-scale invasion was being planned, even though senior U.S. officials had described their intelligence in some detail by mid-January, including the Russian plan to
funnel mechanized forces through Antonov airport. As a result, around half of the Ukrainian Armed Forces’ (UAF) maneuverable combat power was kept in the Joint forces operation (JFO) area in the east, which was thought to be the most probable locus of any Russian operation. UAF high command did not realize that Russia’s main effort would consist of an armored thrust toward Kyiv until approximately seven hours before the ground attack began, enabling Russia to attain a 12:1 force ratio advantage north of the capital.

Likewise, Mearsheimer’s general claims about the Russian government’s reluctance and desperation do not accord with the reports about Putin’s overall attitude that have emerged since the invasion began. In interviews with the New York Times, several of Putin’s associates report that prior to 24 February, he had “spiraled into self-aggrandizement and anti-Western zeal, leading him to make the fateful decision to invade Ukraine in near total isolation, without consulting experts who saw the war as pure folly.” They report that Putin viewed Ukraine as “a centerpiece of Russian identity that must be wrested back from the West and returned to Russia’s orbit” and that he sees that as “the biggest unfinished mission of his 22 years in power.” This is consistent with a much earlier account provided by Mikhail Zygar’s sources: “In Mr. Putin’s view . . . it is the West that’s weak. The only Western leader that Mr. Putin took seriously was Germany’s previous chancellor, Angela Merkel. Now she is gone and it’s time for Russia to avenge the humiliations of the 1990s.” Zygar notes that Putin was isolated for much of the pandemic, and that he and Yuri Kovalchuk, a key media and banking mogul, Orthodox Christian conspiracy theorist, and one of Putin’s original group of associates in the Ozero Cooperative, became “inseparable,” making Kovalchuk the “de facto second man in Russia.” Zygar’s sources inside the Russian elite relayed that “the two of them have been making plans to restore Russia’s greatness . . . It seems that there is no one around to tell him otherwise. In recent years—and especially since the start of the pandemic—he has cut off most contacts with advisers and friends . . . he is now isolated and distant, even from most of his old entourage.” Indeed, in the famous televised meeting of Russia’s Security Council three days before the invasion, reportedly only three of the officials in attendance knew Putin was planning to launch a full-scale invasion.

The claim that Putin was “working mightily” to avoid a war but felt forced due to perceived insecurity is similarly inconsistent with the publicly available evidence. For example, the then U.S. ambassador to Russia, John Sullivan, has described an encounter four months before the war between Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) director, William Burns, and Nikolai Patrushev, Putin’s hawkish Security Council secretary and close associate since the 1980s, who occupies a role analogous to a U.S. president’s national security advisor. Sullivan quotes Patrushev as declaring that the strength of Russia’s armed forces now rivals that of the U.S. military. A sanguine view of the quality of Russia’s forces appears to have been common within the regime. Valery Gerasimov, chief of the Russian military’s General Staff, had told British officials that Russia had
achieved parity with the United States. One could dismiss this as the sort of intentional misrepresentation that plagues international affairs. However, Gerasimov is also reported to have assured Russia’s war planners of its military capabilities. Moreover, leading Russian foreign policy analysts have expressed similar sentiments. Sergei Karaganov and Dmitri Suslov, for example, wrote in 2018 that “the only area where Russia has undergone profoundly successful modernisation is its military.” “[Patrushev] was just looking at Burns,” recalled Sullivan, “and saying: ‘We can do this. We’re back.’ The way I would describe it was that this was already decided, and they were supremely confident.” Burns, for his part, is reported to have sensed that the Russians had not yet made an “irreversible” decision to attack, but that there appeared to be “no room for meaningful engagement,” and that Putin’s mind was “all but made up.”

Germany’s chancellor, Olaf Scholz, has stated that in negotiations prior to the invasion, he told Putin privately that Ukrainian accession to NATO “won’t happen in the next 30 years.” Recounting the “completely absurd” response he received, Scholz said that Putin insisted that both Ukraine and Belarus should not be independent states, and also came away with the sense that Putin does not accept the legitimacy of liberal and open societies in Europe. Perhaps tellingly, just after the final in-person meeting between senior Russian and U.S. officials prior to the invasion, the U.S. secretary of state Antony Blinken pulled Russia’s foreign minister Sergei Lavrov into an empty room. “Sergei,” he asked, “tell me what it is you’re really trying to do?” Lavrov walked out of the room without saying a word. On 14 February, in a televised meeting with Putin, Lavrov said, regarding the demands sent to NATO, that “I believe that our possibilities are far from exhausted,” with Putin replying, “Good.” The next day, Russia’s Ministry of Defence announced a slight drawdown of forces around Ukraine, clearly trying to generate a sense of détente to minimize Ukrainian readiness.

Mearsheimer is likely referring in part to these last-minute signals when he argues that “all the evidence” points to Putin having worked “mightily hard” to avoid an invasion. In fact, credible evidence suggests that a final decision had been made by early December 2021 at the latest. For instance, a slew of particularly expensive and logistically challenging redeployments had been ordered at a meeting of the Russian military’s General Staff on 1 December, after months of continuous troop movements from across Russia, and around the same time, infiltration squads had begun receiving fake passports and hit lists. A report by Reuters, which has not been publicly confirmed, cites two sources close to Dmitry Kozak, a longtime member of Putin’s circle, claiming that a few days after the start of the invasion, Ukrainian negotiators agreed to guarantee that Ukraine would not seek to join NATO, while a third source claims that Kozak had Kyiv’s agreement just prior to the attack. Those sources allege that Putin dismissed the terms out of hand and pressed ahead.
Was the Invasion Force Insufficient for Maximalist War Aims?

Mearsheimer argues that the “best indicator” for inferring Russia’s strategic objectives is the size of the force that it amassed along Ukraine’s borders, which comprised more than 80 percent of the Russian military’s permanent readiness ground combat power organized into 136 battalion tactical groups, along with a significant number of mobilized Donetsk and Luhansk separatist units. With this force, Mearsheimer argues, Putin simply did not have the “capability” to conquer the country. "The Russians invaded Ukraine with 190,000 men," he notes, and insists that “there’s no way 190,000 men could conquer a piece of real estate with 40-plus-million people in it." In November, he said that “it’s very hard to make that argument in the West . . . because the propaganda which says that Russia was intent on conquering all of Ukraine and absorbing it into a Greater Russia is so pervasive. But anybody who knows anything about military operations knows that you couldn’t conquer and absorb Ukraine with 190,000 troops.” Responding to the same argument shortly before the invasion, Michael Kofman, an influential expert on Russia’s armed forces, noted that size doesn’t matter, that’s not how military analysis is done in terms of quantity of forces . . . Russia has tremendous quantitative and qualitative force overmatch. The force multipliers that they bring in terms of firepower and the like, that Ukrainians don’t have, are tremendous. So the actual net value in combat effectiveness of the forces, as they are positioned, gives Russia very, very large advantages . . . now, are their assumptions potentially very wrong about [the] occupation of this territory? That may well be the case. . . [but] does Russia have enough forces currently arrayed to defeat the Ukrainian military decisively, and conduct an operation across its territory? Yes they do. They very clearly do.

For their part, American intelligence agencies, which had been analyzing Russia’s force posture in extensive detail via satellite surveillance as well as human and signals intelligence, believed that Kyiv would fall to Russian forces during the initial phase of the campaign. Likewise, in early February, U.S. officials estimated that Russia would need around 130,000 troops to achieve the objectives they believed it would pursue, which involved a “takeover of most of the country.” Since the scale of Russia’s underperformance became clear in March 2022, analysts have attempted to determine whether the force was in fact insufficient to achieve its campaign objectives, or if defective operational planning and execution led an otherwise-sufficient force into a series of tactical—and ultimately strategic—blunders. In any case, Mearsheimer’s claim that the force was clearly insufficient to conquer and occupy large swathes of Ukraine’s territory and key population centers—thereby rendering the existence of such objectives implausible—is false, given that both Western intelligence agencies
and leading experts on the Russian military were highly confident that the force was at least potentially sufficient.

Moscow’s apparent confidence in the sufficiency of its available forces was closely tied to Putin’s assumption that Ukrainian government forces would rapidly surrender.\textsuperscript{168} Strategically, the operation hinged on the success of a rapid decapitation strike; as such, Russia’s conventional forces were not employed as many Western analysts had predicted.\textsuperscript{169} As a recent Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) report notes, “One of the foremost causes of inaccuracy in pre-war military assessments of the likely trajectory of the fighting . . . stems from the assumption that the Russian forces would conduct a deliberate military offensive.”\textsuperscript{170} Rather, the strike force that was supposed to disembark north of Kyiv was tasked with delivering a decisive blow to the government in Kyiv, while the conventional formations were used demonstratively, as a show of force that would precipitate the collapse of UAF resolve, and a top-down surrender from the central government.\textsuperscript{171}

**The Kremlin’s Theory of Victory**

For the purpose of inferring the Russian government’s underlying motives, the most important aspect of the invasion was its immediate military-political objectives. Mearsheimer has presented his purely security-driven account of those goals on numerous occasions. For example, in a November interview, he argued that there is no evidence that Russia was interested in conquering Ukraine . . . [and] they didn’t try to . . . they surrounded Kyiv, and they invaded in the east and in the south . . . [what they were trying to do was] to get the Ukrainian government to basically change its policy vis-à-vis the West. They were trying to coerce the Ukrainian government into abandoning its policy of becoming a Western bulwark on their border . . . this was a limited aims strategy. This was not a strategy that was designed to conquer Ukraine.\textsuperscript{172}

In a December 2022 debate with Carl Bildt, Mearsheimer claimed that if you look at the operation itself on February 24th, they made no attempt to conquer all of Ukraine. Nothing close to that, because they didn’t have the capability . . . there’s no question that he went after Kyiv. It doesn’t look like he was interested in conquering Kyiv. It looks like he was interested in threatening Kyiv for the purpose of coercing the government to change its policy on membership in NATO.\textsuperscript{173}

Mearsheimer’s claim, in other words, is that the special military operation amounted to a large-scale border incursion whose goal was to coerce Zelensky’s government—by “threatening” Kyiv—into agreeing to become a neutral state, presumably along the lines of Belgium in the 1830s and Austria and Finland during the Cold War.\textsuperscript{174} Although broader military objectives are compatible with versions of the security-seeking account—both regime change and
large-scale occupation could have been viewed as necessary to prevent further Ukrainian association with NATO—they are more consistent with nonsecurity accounts. As outlined above, these accounts necessitate maximalist war aims, while such aims are only consistent with a subset of security-based accounts. The reality of Russia’s military objectives therefore affects the relative likelihood of security and nonsecurity objectives.

For its part, Mearsheimer’s minimalist account is strongly contradicted by publicly available evidence—in particular, the copies of official orders issued to Russian units. These confirm that the initial objective was to liquidate the executive branch of the Ukrainian government, using either the special forces units that infiltrated Kyiv on the first day, or the mechanized units that were supposed to disembark from transport aircraft in Hostomel. The whole logic of the employment of forces,” a RUSI report notes, “was premised on the success of Russia’s unconventional operations. . . . The bulk of Russia’s planning focused on what to do after the invasion.” Both attempts proved unsuccessful; the infiltration units attempted to storm the presidential compound twice, but were repulsed each time, and the transport aircraft were unable to land due to determined Ukrainian counterattacks and artillery fire cratering the runway. The intention, however, had been to occupy Kyiv within 72 hours, encircle other major population centers and the UAF’s forces in the JFO, capture key nuclear power stations and water supply centers, and—anticipating a general collapse of UAF cohesion—to have Russia’s conventional forces largely transition to stability operations within 10 days. As one political operative close to the Kremlin put it on the second day of the invasion,

All groupings of the Ukrainian Armed Forces will be surrounded (mainly from the air) and given an ultimatum. They will have to surrender their arms. If everything proceeds normally, a process of disarmament will begin. Wherever normality does not prevail, those groupings will be destroyed.

At this point, a coalition of pro-Russian elements in Ukraine’s parliament was supposed to form a government as a “Movement for Peace,” illegalizing resistance to Russian forces and cutting off noncompliant regions from water, power, and payments services from the central bank. The plan for the puppet government had been put together by Russia’s FSB, which had reportedly been ordered to begin planning the occupation of the country in July 2021. Lists of likely and potential collaborators, as well as those to be suppressed and those to be liquidated, had been prepared. In addition, many of the individuals known to have taken part in the 2014 Maidan Revolution were to be put on trial and executed.

Based on intelligence that is not yet publicly available, a RUSI report states that after this initial high-intensity phase was complete, the Russian government planned to annex Ukraine into the Russian Federation by August 2022. This is consistent with remarks made by senior Russian officials, and with Rus-
sia’s formal annexation of all of the provinces in which it maintained a significant military foothold, amounting to 15 percent of Ukraine’s territory, in late September. Before the war, Mearsheimer appears to have believed invasion would necessarily mean conquest. Asked why he viewed Putin’s buildup as a bluff, Mearsheimer explained that “if he invaded Ukraine, he’d own it. He’d be an occupier, and that would not work out very well.”

**Russian Warnings on NATO Enlargement**

The most important evidence that Mearsheimer and others point to as evidence of the Russian government’s motivation is the litany of public statements and warnings made by Putin and other senior Russian officials during the post–Cold War period. “There is no question,” Mearsheimer writes, “that Ukraine joining NATO remained the ‘brightest of red lines’ for Moscow. To deal with this growing threat, Putin stationed ever-increasing numbers of Russian troops on Ukraine’s border between February 2021 and February 2022 . . . Putin made it clear in 2008 that Russia would wreck Ukraine to prevent it from joining NATO. He is delivering on that promise.”

As Dmitri Trenin summarized shortly before the invasion, for Putin “Ukraine is the last stand. . . . [He] will never yield on this point.” The Russian government was reacting, in Mearsheimer’s words, to an existential threat . . . an existential threat in the sense that they believe that their survival is at stake . . . [from] the West’s efforts to make Ukraine a Western bulwark on Russia’s border . . . [which] included NATO expansion, EU expansion, and turning Ukraine into a pro-Western liberal democracy. . . . The Russians made it unequivocally clear from 2008 forward that this was unacceptable . . . [and] that they would destroy Ukraine as a functioning society before they would let it happen.

Indeed, Mearsheimer is adamant that “almost any Russian leader would have done what [Putin] did.”

Russian officials have frequently claimed to see the prospect of NATO enlargement, especially into Ukraine, as an unacceptable threat to national security. Two days prior to the invasion, Putin said that “we are categorically opposed to Ukraine joining NATO because this poses a threat to us, and we have arguments to support this. I have repeatedly spoken about it in this hall.” In Russian foreign minister Sergei Lavrov’s words, “We reached our boiling point.” These stated concerns might be genuinely held, but could instead serve as a legitimizing pretext and diversion, concealing Putin’s underlying nonsecurity goals. The a priori credence with which these remarks should to be treated is widely disputed, including among offensive realists. Mearsheimer insists that “leaders do not lie much to each other; they lie more often to their own publics. Regarding Putin, whatever one thinks of him, he does not have a history of lying to other leaders.” Sebastian Rosato, Mearsheimer’s former graduate student and coauthor on a forthcoming book, argues that
great powers have enormous incentives to deceive others, and by de-
ception I mean to conceal their plans and to misrepresent their plans,
[through] secrets and lies. Why do they have that incentive? . . . if you
have aggressive intentions, you want to go to enormous lengths to hide
that from a potential victim, so that they can’t get ready for you. You
want to go even further, and pretend that you have benign intentions
to throw them off their guard. This is what it means to be a strategic
actor . . . this is statecraft 101, you keep your intentions to yourself,
and states do it all the time. 195

However, the two accounts are not observationally equivalent. If Putin was
concerned about the security implications of NATO enlargement, he could be
expected to have been consistently and unambiguously opposed to closer ties
between Ukraine and NATO throughout his presidency, given that the strategic-
territorial threat purportedly posed by those ties remains roughly constant.
Indeed, as stated, the perceived importance of a buffer zone between Russia and
NATO might if anything have been greater early in Putin’s presidency, when
Russia’s military capabilities were still severely compromised. 196 Conversely, if
Putin’s opposition arises primarily from underlying nonsecurity goals—goals
that would be permanently foreclosed if NATO extended its security guarantees
to Ukraine—which have grown during the course of his presidency, he could
be expected to have initially appeared indifferent, or at least not adamantly
opposed. He should then have appeared to grow increasingly concerned, as the
expanding scope of his ambitions both raises the perceived costs of Ukrainian
accession and creates the need for an increasingly dramatic pretext.

The evolution of Putin’s public position is more consistent with the latter
hypothesis. When asked about the future of Russian, Ukrainian, and NATO
relations at a 2002 press conference, for example, he responded that “Russia
does not intend to join NATO”:

[But] I am absolutely convinced that Ukraine will not shy away from
the processes of expanding interaction with NATO and the Western
allies as a whole. Ukraine has its own relations with NATO; there is
the Ukraine-NATO Council. At the end of the day the decision [on
NATO membership] is to be taken by NATO and Ukraine. It is a mat-
ter for those two partners. 197

Shortly thereafter, Putin remarked on Ukrainian accession at a press con-
ference with NATO’s then secretary general Lord George Robertson, and his
words were officially summarized by the Russian government as follows: “On
the topic of Ukraine’s accession to NATO, the Russian President said that it
was entitled to make the decision independently. He does not see it as some-
thing that could cloud the relations between Russia and Ukraine.”198 In a 2005
interview—more than five years into his premiership and four months after
Ukraine’s Orange Revolution—Putin’s position had begun to shift, but only
marginally. When directly asked whether it “irritate[s] you that NATO is seeking to expand its influence among your neighbours and partners, in Ukraine and Georgia, for example?,” he replied that “this does not irritate us,” and if NATO wants to expand to take in these countries as members, that, of course, is another question. If you are interested in my view on that question, I am ready to answer . . . I do not really understand exactly how . . . the expansion of NATO to take in our Baltic neighbours, can bring greater security. If other former Soviet republics want to join NATO, our attitude will remain the same. But I want to stress that *we will respect their choice* because it is their sovereign right to decide their own defence policy and *this will not worsen relations between our countries.*

This is a far cry from, in Mearsheimer’s words, making “it clear that [Russia] would destroy Ukraine as a functioning society” before allowing it to join. On the question of Ukraine’s entry into the EU, the Russian government quoted Putin in 2004 as outright endorsing the prospect, writing that he “considers that if Ukraine were to join the EU this would be a positive factor that, unlike NATO expansion, would help strengthen the system of international relations.”

By the time of his famous Munich Security Conference speech in 2007, Putin’s stance had shifted significantly, castigating eastward enlargement as a “serious provocation that reduces the level of mutual trust. And we have the right to ask: against whom is this expansion intended?” However, as Kimberly Marten notes, Putin had been reducing the quantities of troops and hardware deployed along Russia’s western borders since entering office and would continue to do so for the next seven years. Tellingly, the former NATO secretary general has said that “in all the meetings and conversations I had with [Putin], he never complained about NATO enlargement, not once. . . . We had the 2002 enlargement, seven countries joining NATO, all from the Warsaw Pact, including three from the Soviet Union. But not a single time did he complain.” This corroborates former U.S. ambassador McFaul’s claim that Putin did not mention NATO enlargement a single time to President Barack H. Obama during their phone and in-person communications between 2009 and 2014, all but one of which McFaul was present for.

Rather, Russia supposedly feared the political instability that accession might generate within Ukraine. Needless to say, stated Russian concerns around the possibility of internal Ukrainian instability and “civil war” are suspect, given its actions inside the country during and since 2014. And although Burns quotes foreign minister Lavrov’s claims that his government viewed Ukrainian and Georgian accession as a “potential military threat,” Burns concludes that Russia’s opposition to NATO membership for Ukraine and Georgia is both emotional and based on perceived strategic concerns about the
impact on Russia’s interests in the region. It is also politically popular to paint the U.S. and NATO as Russia’s adversaries and to use NATO’s outreach to Ukraine and Georgia as a means of generating support from Russian nationalists.\textsuperscript{207}

During the following 15 years, Putin’s rhetoric became increasingly alarmist, on threats from NATO as well as on a range of other issues, each of which would eventually be forwarded as justifications for the invasion. These included the specter of Ukrainian neo-Nazis, Satanists, American mercenaries armed with chemical weapons, the presence of U.S. bioweapon laboratories, impending Ukrainian nuclear proliferation, and a campaign of “genocide” by Ukrainian government forces against the Russian-backed separatist regions.\textsuperscript{208} In his speech announcing the invasion on 24 February, Putin described the prevention of this genocide—which is widely viewed by area experts as a fabrication—as “the purpose of this operation.”\textsuperscript{209}

More generally, Putin’s emphasis on Ukraine’s “historical unity” with Russia dating back to the Kyivan Rus’—which necessitates a focus on threats posed by third parties—became increasingly explicit.\textsuperscript{210} Senior Russian government officials voiced similar views. In 2021, for example, former president Dmitry Medvedev, now deputy chairman of Putin’s Security Council, referred to Volodymyr Zelensky’s administration as a “vassal” government that could not be negotiated with.\textsuperscript{211} The previous year, Vladislav Surkov—a key architect of Putin’s personalist-authoritarian political system and the foremost strategist behind its post-2014 hybrid war against the Ukrainian state—told an interviewer that “there is no Ukraine. There is Ukrainianism. That is, a specific mental disorder. . . . Forced coercion into fraternal relations is the only method that has historically proven effective in the Ukrainian direction. I do not think that any other will be invented.”\textsuperscript{212}

**Conclusion**

This article identified several ways to distinguish security-based and nonsecurity interpretations of the Russian government’s motives for invading Ukraine. It argued that (1) concerns surrounding the nuclear balance played no plausible role, (2) Russia’s prewar diplomatic efforts were likely designed as a conscious and largely successful deception campaign that was central to Russia’s operational planning, (3) the conventional force assembled was probably sufficient—in the minds of both Russian leaders and Western analysts—to collapse the Ukrainian government and suppress subsequent resistance, (4) the plan itself almost certainly involved regime change, occupation of most of Ukraine’s major population centers, and the long-term political subjugation—and potential annexation—of the country, and (5) arguably the most important evidence underlying the security-seeking account—the Russian government’s consistent claim that it viewed Ukrainian NATO membership as an unacceptable security
threat—is much weaker than proponents suggest, and that the trajectory of official Russian messaging is more consistent with nonsecurity and Putin-centric accounts.

---
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